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GEZE presents its smart building solutions at trade fair 

 
GEZE will be presenting its innovative GEZE Cockpit application at the Light & Building 
trade fair next month. 
 
Smart building is interpreted by many planners and facility managers as meaning the automatic and 

intelligent control of heating, ventilation, air conditioning systems and lighting. GEZE Cockpit provides 
an automation platform which can also control door, window and safety technology centrally, or be 
integrated into the higher-ranking building controls.  

 
The GEZE Cockpit application can be seen at the Frankfurt Light & Building trade fair for access 
controls, natural ventilation, and compact smoke and fire control systems. The GEZE product 

highlights will be exhibited in Hall 9.1, Stand B11, from 8 to 13 
March. 
 

Automatic door systems, window technology, smoke and heat 
extraction systems and safety technology can be controlled 
centrally by GEZE Cockpit, even in large building complexes. What 

sets it apart is that other smart building elements can also be 
easily integrated via the BACnet open communication standard, 
regardless of manufacturer or maintenance group. 

 
GEZE offers Cockpit in different versions: for small to medium-

sized properties it is available as a stand-alone solution; and for 
larger properties and building complexes it comes as a smart 
router, with which intelligent GEZE products can be integrated 

into the higher-ranking building management technology, such as 
automatic door and window systems or smoke and heat extraction systems. GEZE Cockpit can be 
adapted and configured in accordance with the size and function of the building. 

 
At the trade fair, GEZE will also present the latest modules for access monitoring and control, natural 
ventilation and smoke and heat extraction, all of which are suitable for integration into the GEZE 

Cockpit. Individual scenarios can be then be configured and stored in the GEZE Cockpit; doors and 
windows are thus opened or closed according to time or an event, access rights controlled or escape 
routes are released, and smoke and heat extraction systems are monitored. The status of the 

individual panels can be recorded via the visualisation, time-consuming on-site controls can be 
significantly reduced, and faults or error reports can be localised exactly. 
 

Fire protection demands are continually increasing: GEZE is presenting a new smoke and heat 
extraction solution which will enable even smaller projects to be protected intelligently and 

automatically. The new power control unit for smoke and heat extraction systems is pre-configured, 
but can also easily be configured with individual scenarios. It is easy to access, and is characterised 
by quick installation and easy commissioning. 
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